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BEYOND VISIBILITY
The “Maturity Model for Variation and Disruption
Management” guides the path to proactive Supply
Chain responsiveness, process automation and
business value at scale
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Times are tough for supply chains. Disruptions everywhere. The business world
is experiencing what the buzz word VUCA was alluding to: variability, uncertainty,
complexity, ambiguity. Supply Chain risk management undergoes a priority shift
to build strategic resilience. Supply Chain visibility even experiences a boost.
Corporations are desperately looking for information to detect disruptions earlier,
striving for higher responsiveness to avoid impacts on sales, profitability, and
customer experience.
On the other hand, “digitalization” is on top of everyone’s agenda. Massive process improvements are expected from IoT, Industry 4.0, real time visibility of the
physical flows. AI/ML is often stylized as the silver bullet technology that solves
everything.
But caution: Visibility is enabling, but not delivering the improvements by
itself, neither responsiveness nor process optimization! The same applies to
technology. At least not in business processes where humans are involved.
This thread is supposed to provide guidance on the journey from visibility
to proactive SC responsiveness and digital process automation at scale.

Executive Summary
Key Findings

● Visibility, provided by real time transportation visibility (RTTV),
IoT, Industry 4.0, any kind of contextualized data etc. is an
essential enabler, but does not solve the business problem,
hence does not deliver the business value by itself.
● The maturity of the subsequent processes that are triggered
by visibility to manage disruptions and variations are key to
drive value.
● These processes – or better to say these decision workflows –
typically do not exist in an explicitly designed, structured form.
● It is a fallacy that these decision workflows are not needed
when technology, AI, ML gets applied. Instead, they are key
prerequisite, they are the backbone.
● Decision workflows for variation and disruption management
are typically cross-functional and complex by nature. Supporting technology needs to entail very specific capabilities and
characteristics for the journey toward maturity stage 4, AIenabled decision workflow automation.

Recommendations

● Outline the bigger picture where you want visibility to catalyze
your organization, see visibility as an enabler for value, not
as the endpoint
● Start the big picture with a brainstorming, an ideation workshop, focusing on a selected use case that drives business
value
● Take it as a journey, start small with very limited scope and
expand
● Put the focus on process, on decision workflows first and
see decision automation as an evolution
● Select technology that comprises the right capabilities and
characteristics for the entire path
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Overview
Gartner calls it the “global SC gridlock”: Material supply,
logistics capacity and global labor shortage, material price
inflation, logistics cost surge, energy shortages and price
rise. On top: disasters like the ‘Ever Given’ blocking the Suez
Canal, worldwide port congestion, trade conflicts, political
conflicts, wars, you name it.
„Visibility is just a
means to an end,
not the end, the
purpose by itself.“

These circumstances cause uncertainties in supply, inbound,
intercompany, outbound. But they also cause massive turbulences in the entire value stream, e. g. raw materials or
components arriving late, upsetting the production plan and
downstream activities, potentially resulting in delayed customer orders or even spoiled promotions, product launches
etc. So, the longing for visibility is a natural consequence.
But it lands too short. Visibility is just a means to an end,
not the end, the purpose by itself. The purpose is to use the
advantage of knowing earlier, of anticipating disruptions, to
drive proactive counteraction, quick and pointed response.
These response-processes, we call them “variation and
disruption management”, are supposed to be triggered by
visibility. The challenge is threefold:
● These decision-making processes from exception to
counteraction may happen today, yet they do not exist in
an explicitly structured form. They only exist in the brains
of the actors. They are tribal.
● Improved visibility will lead to increased need of variation
and disruption management. Hence, variation and disruption management processes must be organized “high-performing” to turn visibility into value.
● This improvement needs transformative change beyond
visibility.
What does it mean, “high-perfoming”?
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“High-performing” summarizes five important characteristics:
Effective

Variation and disruption management processes should drive
the decision making toward yielding the “right” counteractions.

Quick  

The variation and disruption management process need to be
quicker than expiration of the upfront visibility advantage.

Scalable

The ability to grow larger in two dimensions, on one hand the
number of incidents that can be handled, on the other hand the
expansion into other areas, sources of variation and disruption

Efficient  

Despite the importance of proactive variation and disruption
management, it is not a value adding activity as such. Cost
efficiency is important.

Accountable

Variation and disruption management should be well aligned with
the current accountability, and not invalidate it. Also, technologysupported decision making must align with accountability!
Some software vendors try to put into our minds that it is just one
step, just their respective system of course, to make functional
decision processes “autonomous”.
This is – diplomatically said – misleading and distracts from
some important steps that are essential for any kind of decision
flow automation. The challenge is not technology!
Our “Maturity Model for Variation and Disruption Management”
provides guidance.

Fast
Efficient

Scalable

Effective
Accountable
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Maturity Model for
Variation and Disruption
Management
„Outline the path
beyond visibility to
organize responseprocesses ‚highperforming‘.“

We have developed the “Maturity Model for Variation and
Disruption Management” that may help to calibrate where an organization stands, but also to outline the path beyond visibility
to organize response-processes “high-performing”.
The Maturity Model consists of four stages:
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Firefighting

Digital Workflow
Orchestration

Visibility

Decision Intelligence
enabled Workflows

Maturity Model for Variation and
Disruption Management © Klaus
Imping & mSE-PointOut Group

The maturity model is not necessarily meant to calibrate an
entire organization since different areas, functions, even use
cases may have evolved to a different level. While “predictive machine maintenance” might be close to stage 4, other
disruptions may still trigger firefighting after the fact.
Let’s quickly explain the four stages before describing what
is needed to get from one stage to the next and outline what
the benefits are.
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1

Stage 1 is where many organizations are still very capable
of: “Firefighting”. It describes the principle to react to a
problem after the fact, after it already occurred.

Effective
Quick

Scalable
Efficient

Typically focused on single event, e.g. one order. May
rescue this, but by causing a lot of collateral damage.
Goes along with manual number crunching and personal interaction. Laborious, time consuming, slow.
Usually depending on single individuals.
No scalability at all.
Inefficient in all respect since after the fact,
manual, non-systematic.

Accountable
Often leads to overruling of accountabilities.

© Klaus Imping & mSE-PointOut Group

„By fixing one topic, it often breaks
others and causes
collateral damage.“

The course of actions that the firefighter takes is typically
not following any explicit process. Firefighting is often depending on a few individuals. By fixing one topic, it often breaks
others and causes collateral damage.
Not to forget: firefighters are often reputable heroes, sometimes acting with senior management mandate. Something
that needs to be taken into consideration from a change
management perspective.
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2

Stage 2 is characterized by the fact that information is provided on incidents that are expected to happen, hence this
stage is called “Visibility”. By means of real time transportation visibility, use of IoT, contextualization with other information, the events of the physical value stream are visible,
which can be used for predictions and early warnings.

Effective
Quick
Scalable
Efficient
Accountable

Visibility helps to identify and focus on big deviations.

Time advantage on the detection site.
No advantage on the handling site.
Scalability on the detection side is higher,
no progress on the handling site.
Efficiency by elimination of detection efforts.
No effect on the handling side.
Depending on how the process is run. Choice
between overruling and high coordination.

© Klaus Imping & mSE-PointOut Group

The biggest advantage compared to stage 1 is that visibility
enables the switch from reactive to proactive. But it does
not necessarily lead to proactive variation and disruption
management, it still depends on someone consuming the
information and taking action.

„The subsequent
course of action is
tribal with lots of
manual interaction.“

The subsequent course of action is – very similar to
firefighting – not explicitly structured. What happens and
who gets involved depends on the way the actors involved
handle it. The process is tribal with lots of manual interaction. This takes time and effort, typically needs a “driver” and
bears the risk that the time advantage of knowing sooner is
lost because the process of variation and disruption
management takes too long. The time advantage expires.
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3

Stage 3 uses visibility to trigger explicitly designed decision
workflows, repetitive patterns of activities, in sports you’d say
“Plays”, to manage variations and disruptions in a structured,
orchestrated and ideally digitally integrated way, thus called
“Digital Workflow-Orchestration”.

Effective
Quick
Scalable
Efficient
Accountable

Trigger considers ideally impact. Workflow driving
the right type of decisions by design.
Trigger and digital orchestration drive decision
process, less idle time.
Digital orchestration leverages repeatability
and scalability.
No „driver“ needed; manual integration reduced
by digital integration.
Adherence to accountability by workflow design
w/o coordination.

© Klaus Imping & mSE-PointOut Group

„The insights come
to the process user
(...); the user does
not have to go to the
insights anymore.“

The significant difference of stage 3 lies in explicit decision
workflows, while the course of action is not explicit, rather
“tribal” in the lower stages. These decision workflows are not
only supposed to be described “on paper”, but to be digitally
executed in a workflow engine, facilitating the orchestration of
the flow in a structured & synchronized way across all parties involved. The insights come to the process user to initiate action;
the user does not have to go to the insights anymore.
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3

Naturally, these decision workflows go across silos, i. e. across
departments, functions, often across enterprise borders if and
where 3rd parties are involved. But cross silo consequently
means cross systems, because typically different functions use
their functional domain system, e. g. logistics using their TMS,
their WMS etc., for sure 3rd parties have their own ERP.
Hence, Digital Workflow Orchestration should not only target
orchestration of the people and roles, but also digitally integrate
the workflow across source systems.

„Orchestration is
delegated to digital
support (...).“

A positive side effect of Digital Workflow Orchestration is the
reduced dependency of single individuals running processes
based on their tribal knowledge. Also, the people that play a certain role for certain steps in the process do not have to have the
entire knowledge across the entire workflow. This orchestration
is delegated to digital support based on the designed and defined decision workflow.
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4

In stage 4, AI, ML and optimization algorithms are applied to
the relevant parts of the decision workflow. Hence this stage
is called “Decision Intelligence enabled Workflows”.

Effective

AI is applied from trigger throughout the workflow
where applicable, increasing quality of decisions.

Quick

Higher degree of automation accelerates the process.

Scalable

Higher degree of automation increases scalability.

Efficient

Automation reduces the „human in the loop“ and
drives efficiency.

Accountable

AI should be treated as „delegation to technology“
by accountable people.

© Klaus Imping & mSE-PointOut Group

„The ‚human in the
loop‘ is reduced to
exceptions (...).“

The “human in the loop” is reduced to exceptions where
individual assessment and decision making is needed or explicitly desired, hence adding value. Interaction with systems
is automated. Analytics do not only become prescriptive, but
the overall level of workflow automation is increased.
The world will remain in “VUCA”. There will be different
crises tomorrow, the level of variations and disruptions
might be a bit higher or lower, strategic risk management
may improve, but no doubt:
It is imperative for organizations to strive for maturity
stage 4!
The practical questions are …
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What is the right
approach?
What is needed?
How to get started?
The establishment of mature variation and disruption management is not just a project. It is a continuous improvement
process, a journey with two dimensions:
● On one hand a stepwise expansion from a first “variation
and disruption aspect”, e. g. „delayed inbound shipment”,
into further use cases.
● On the other hand, it is a stepwise refinement to increase
the level of maturity for each use case toward stage 4.
The challenges are different from aspect to aspect and from
one maturity stage to the next. Yet here is a general recommendation on how to get started:
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Think big. Start small.
Scale fast.
Think big
“Think big” means to not just focus on providing visibility
on the disruption topic that currently creates pain. Take a
moment for sketching a ‘big picture’, the vision of what you
want to achieve, not yet constraining how you technically
want or could achieve it. Start from the end, apply backwards thinking. What are other variation and disruption
aspects beyond the one that is currently in focus?

Start small
“Start small” means to not boil the ocean, do not try to resolve everything straight away. Try to move an initial selected
variation and disruption use case toward the big picture.
Don’t jump too short, don’t be satisfied with just “visibility”:
take this “pilot” to stage 3, step by step with some elements
of stage 4.

Scale fast
“Scale fast” addresses the expansion into further aspects.
Without stopping the continuous improvement on first use
case, you should expand into other variation and disruption
aspects, giving priority to the ones with high-impact and
relevance.
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Different challenges
from stage to stage
Let us take a brief look into the intersections from stage to
stage to highlight what the main challenges are, and what is
needed in terms of data, tooling, and technology as well as
process and organizational aspects.
Going beyond stage 1 and shouting for visibility is often driven by pain and frustration, experiencing the non-scalable,
non-sustainable nature of firefighting, especially in today’s
situations with high and increasing levels of disruptions and
variations.
„Stage 2 ‚Visibility‘
is predominantly a
‚technical‘ exercise.“

Achieving stage 2, „Visibility“ is predominantly a “technical” exercise. Applying IoT, making use of sensor signals,
using a RTTV service, bringing data from different sources
into a specific context, providing predefined BI reports and /
or access for BI-trained users. This is – of course – conceptual work and implementation effort. Yet, visibility does not
touch processes, does not touch the way people work – at
least it does not enforce a different way of working. Therefore, stage 2 is also limited in leveraging results, enforcing
value.
Visibility is not only granting tolerance on execution of subsequent processes, but it also provides tolerance to data
quality. Why? Because it is consumed by humans who,
by nature, interpret and evaluate the information being
provided.
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These two aspects constitute the main difference to stage
2. The real “paradigm shift” is going to stage 3: from
“tribal”, not explicitly defined to orchestrated, explicitly designed workflows. Typically, these processes, these
decision workflows do not exist. Designing these explicitly
is decision engineering, and decision modeling. This
is digital business process transformation! Uncharted
waters for many organizations.
The difference in terms of data quality between stage 2 and
3 is not equally big compared to the paradigmatic move
toward workflow orchestration.
Using data not just for consumption on demand, but triggering workflows, and activating people to act in a structured
way, requires data of decent quality and robust reliability. Yet
an “evaluation step” can be built into the workflow, including
capturing of evaluation results, and identified suspicions or
deficiencies, that can be used to improve data quality.
„Digital workflow
orchestration is not
just about initiating
actions (...), but structuring the decision
process.“

What increases with stage 3 is the need for provision of
broader context. Digital workflow orchestration is not just
about initiating actions based on an “alert”, but structuring
the decision process from initiation through evaluation, impact assessment to triggering the appropriate counteraction.
Several steps might be involved in this decision workflow,
many different “if – then” branches, any step needs to be
supported with appropriate functionality, insights, analytics.
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„Digital orchestration
of the flow and integration of related activities is key for speed
and efficiency.“

The decision workflow is usually cross-functional, incorporating different aspects, views, accountabilities into the decision.
Hence, data from different functions, different systems need
to be brought into context. Some decision supporting functionalities may already exist in functional domain systems, other
need to be built and provided. But everything needs to be digitally integrated along the decision workflow as the backbone.
The interaction from one workflow step to the next should not
require manual capturing of a number from one screen and
type it into the next. Digital orchestration of the flow and integration of related activities is key for speed and efficiency.
Moving from stage 3 to stage 4 is different. In fact, 3 to 4 is
more of a smooth transition, an incremental improvement, while 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 are more “changing a principle”.
Stage 4 applies “decision intelligence” to decision workflows
based on AI, ML, optimization algorithms etc. There are two
important prerequisites for any element of the decision workflow that is taken from 3 to 4:
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#1 Trust in data. It is not the reliability that is asserted by
IT folks or data experts, it is about the trust that the accountable people have in the relevant data.
It is the accountable person who delegates certain
decisions or decisions under certain circumstances to
technology, not IT-folks.
#2 The decision workflow has been finetuned and matured.
Many events have made their individual way through the
workflow, experience has been gained and captured how
decisions have been taken under which circumstances.
These two prerequisites are key to apply decision intelligence
to increase the level of automation in the decision flow, depending on the context of the single event.
Decision steps that intentionally remain to the human in the
loop are supposed to be supported with more sophisticated
analytics, scenario capabilities, sensitivity analyses etc.
In essence, stage 4 strives for highly prescriptive and
automated variation and disruption management.
Stage 4

Decision Intelligence
enabled Workflows

Maturity Model for Variation and
Disruption Management © Klaus
Imping & mSE-PointOut Group
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Which technology capabilities
are crucial to support the
journey toward stage 4?

„A holistic
approach is highly
recommended (...).“

For the journey from stage 1 to 4, a blend of different components and technology elements is needed, kicking in at
different stages. But of course, these components are all
closely interlinked; hence a holistic approach is highly recommended, fitting into the individual starting position and
IT landscape and being capable to support the process from
1 to 4 in the applicable speed and proceeding.
Let us first try to structure the components and technology
elements needed over the course from 1 to 4 before highlighting some important characteristics.
In terms of structuring the necessary components, Gartner’s
category of “Data Analytics and Intelligence Platforms in
Supply Chain”1 might be very helpful in this evolving, still
very innovative space. Gartner defines these platforms as
consisting of 5 building blocks: Integration, Insights, Algorithms, Digital SC twin, Data hub. In addition, we added the
layer of “IoT / real time visibility service” into the following
overview:
Component /
Technology

1 Gartner “Market Guide for Data
Analytics and Intelligence Platforms in
Supply Chain”, ID G00753809, published 20 September 2021

Stage 2

Integration

An engine that (ad) digitally executes individual workflows
to expand from insights into actions and (b) drives related
integration across silos (functions, systems, partners)

Insights

Present results and insights from data and models,
spanning from BU-reports to KPIs, predictions, scenarios
and recommended actions

Algorithms

Library of best-in-class algorithms and prebuilt models to
leverage AI/ML-driven simulation and optimization use
cases and to support decision automation

Digital
(SC) twin

Digital representation of physical business area, e.g. SC,
modeling the near-reak, networked world including
relationships, attributes and parameters

Data hub

Integrating and harmonizing data across the relevant
business context, including cleansingm enrichment etc.

Stage 3

Stage 4

IoT / real
Retrieving real time or near real time data from the physitime visibility cal layer by means of IoT, Industry 4.0, use of sensors or
any related services like RTTV
service

necessary

use case dependent
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The relevance of the components per stage as shown above
are indicative and depend, of course, on the respective use
case. Not only the relevance, but also the qualitative breadth
and depth vary by stage and by use case, e. g. “Insights”
might mean BI-reports in stage 2, more complex context
analyses in stage 3 and sophisticated scenario analysis and
natural language generation (NLG) in stage 4. “Algorithms”
may already be used in stage 2 to make alerts more predictive etc.
There is a relatively broad offering of solutions and products
on the level of the single components. Looking for holistic
approaches, combining components into an integrated, interlinked setup, the offering gets much smaller and selective.
The decisive question is which characteristics are important,
what enables the “Think big. Start small. Scale fast.” aproach
in a sustainable and maintainable way?
This leads to five important characteristics for the selected technology:
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Perfect “Fit
into place”

Technically embedding into the individual starting position,
offering synapses to or elements for all components, yet not
forcing into a full stack setup with resulting redundancies,
I. e. building on what exists, complementing what is needed,
tying everything together

Composability

Seamless integration of existing functionalities, openness
to embedding other existing systems, not aiming to replace
them or to build logic redundantly.
“Connecting the dots” is not only a conceptual mindset, but
also means light technical integrability

Workflow
centricity

Understanding the workflow as the integration backbone is a
new paradigm, very different from classical expert or dashboard-heavy applications

Cost-value
balance

Huge frontloaded investments into a technology platform or
system are conflicting with a ‘start-small-and-scale’-journey

No lock-in

Using industry standards like BPMN for workflow modeling
for example, as well as technically established standards,
being open to integrate with libraries, open source, etc. is
much smarter than expecting everything as proprietary builtin capability
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Aren’t “Control Towers”
or “Command Centers” the
answer to all of this?

Conceptually I’d say “Yes!”, but this is based on my definition of “Control Tower”, Command Center” or “Digital e2e
Nerve Center” what I prefer to call them. My definition is
reflected in all the thoughts outlined here. But again: my
definition. The risk of these buzzwords is that they are often
used without clarifying the definition, hence it opens room
for different interpretations and misunderstanding.
„Control Tower“ –
Mind the buzzword trap!

Software vendors often use these vague terms for their products, even though they typically do not substantially fulfill
the conceptual requirements described here.
Anyway, the challenge of bringing variation and disruption
management to high-performing stage 4 is not technology,
but visionary thinking, conceptual power, sense for business
needs, process design experience, broad technology competence and good sensitivity for change.
The value of a partner from big picture to implementation,
from pilot to roll out, from business to applied technology
and realized value should not be underestimated.
It is like a big journey into wilderness where you have never
been before: a guide makes it often less troublesome and
much more enjoyable.

Think big. Start small. Scale fast.
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